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1                        PROCEEDINGS

2        JUDGE JONES:  Good afternoon.  I call for

3   hearing Docket Number 11-0717.  This is titled in

4   part David A. Lattan, Prairie Farms Dairy versus

5   Ameren Illinois Company d/b/a Ameren Illinois,

6   complaint as to gas meter failure to function

7   correctly for over 12 months in Carbondale, Illinois.

8                 At this time we will take the

9   appearances orally for the record.  If you appeared

10   previously, you need not restate your business

11   address or phone number or respell your name, unless

12   any of that has changed or you simply prefer to do it

13   that way.  We will start with the appearance or

14   appearances on behalf of Prairie Farms Dairy.

15                 Mr. Lattan, do you want to identify

16   yourself for the record, please?

17        MR. LATTAN:  Your Honor, my name is David

18   Lattan.  I am the Vice President for Engineering for

19   Prairie Farms Dairy.  Thank you.

20        JUDGE JONES:  Thank you.  Ameren Illinois?

21        MR. DAVIS:  Charles Davis.  I am with the law

22   firm of Brown, Hay and Stephens, and I represent
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1   Ameren Illinois Company here today.  I have Trish

2   Spinner, a regulatory specialist with Ameren, here at

3   the table with me today.

4        JUDGE JONES:  Thank you.  Are there any other

5   appearances?

6                        (No response.)

7                 Let the record show there are not.

8                 Now, based on some earlier

9   communications involving all the parties, it is my

10   understanding that what the parties have in mind

11   today is that, among other things, is that Mr. Long

12   will take the stand and identify his testimony and

13   then be subject to some cross examination by Ameren

14   counsel.

15                 Is that what's intended on the part of

16   the parties?

17        MR. LATTAN:  Yes, sir.

18        MR. DAVIS:  Yes, Your Honor.

19        JUDGE JONES:  Are you ready to proceed with

20   that or was there something else you wanted to go

21   over first?

22        MR. DAVIS:  Judge, I would just like to
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1   acknowledge for the record that previously the

2   parties had communicated regarding the need for

3   Ameren's witnesses to appear in person today.  There

4   was an agreement between the parties that Prairie

5   Farms did not desire to cross-examine our witnesses

6   and they consented to the testimony of the Ameren

7   witnesses being submitted by affidavit, and yesterday

8   on e-Docket I did submit affidavits for each of the

9   witnesses, formally submitting the testimony into

10   evidence.

11        JUDGE JONES:  That's your understanding,

12   Mr. Lattan?

13        MR. LATTAN:  Yes, Your Honor.

14        JUDGE JONES:  Thank you.  Are there any other

15   matters to take up then before we proceed with the

16   examination of Mr. Long?

17        MR. DAVIS:  Your Honor, one other point I have.

18   I do believe there are a few points in Mr. Long's

19   testimony that I will object to.  And I don't know

20   whether you would prefer for me to raise those up

21   front or whether you would like me to handle that

22   during the cross examination.
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1        JUDGE JONES:  Has this been made known to

2   Prairie Farms?

3        MR. DAVIS:  This was not discussed previously.

4        JUDGE JONES:  We will get Mr. Long called to

5   the stand and sworn in, so to speak, and then we will

6   figure out what to do with any Motions to Strike his

7   testimony.  My preliminary inclination would be to

8   get those identified, those motions and the passages,

9   identified on the record and then determine what

10   process will work best to get them addressed.  And

11   that may involve putting the Ameren Illinois reasons

12   in writing and filing them, providing an opportunity

13   to respond to that by Prairie Farms here.  But at a

14   minimum we will get them identified for the record

15   today.

16                 Is there anything else of an upfront

17   nature before we proceed with Mr. Long?

18        MR. DAVIS:  Nothing further from Ameren.

19        MR. LATTAN:  Nothing further from Prairie

20   Farms.

21        JUDGE JONES:  All right.  Mr. Lattan, does

22   Prairie Farms call Mr. Dan Long at this time as a
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1   witness?

2        MR. LATTAN:  We do, sir.

3        JUDGE JONES:  Sir, please stand and raise your

4   right hand to be sworn.

5                        (Whereupon the witness was duly

6                        sworn by Judge Jones.)

7        JUDGE JONES:  Thank you.  Please be seated.

8                         DAN LONG

9   called as a witness on behalf of Prairie Farms,

10   having been first duly sworn, was examined and

11   testified as follows:

12                    DIRECT EXAMINATION

13        BY MR. LATTAN:

14                 Your Honor, I would ask that Mr. Long

15   identify those pieces of direct testimony that have

16   been previously filed.

17        JUDGE JONES:  Thank you.  All right, Mr. Long,

18   you are on the stand.  Why don't you go ahead and

19   identify your items of testimony at this time.

20        THE WITNESS:  Thus far in this docket I have

21   filed Prairie Farms Exhibit 1.0 entitled the Direct

22   Testimony of Dan E. Long consisting of 17 pages.  I
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1   have also filed Prairie Farms Exhibit 2.0 entitled

2   the Rebuttal Testimony of Dan E. Long consisting of

3   14 pages, and finally Prairie Farms Exhibit 3.0

4   entitled Surrebuttal Testimony of Dan E. Long

5   consisting of eight pages.

6        JUDGE JONES:  Okay, thank you.  If you were to

7   give this testimony orally today, would it be the

8   same as presented in your written testimony filed on

9   e-Docket?

10        THE WITNESS:  Yes, sir.

11        JUDGE JONES:  Mr. Lattan, are you offering

12   Mr. Long's testimony into the record at this time?

13        MR. LATTAN:  Yes, sir, I am.

14        JUDGE JONES:  Thank you.

15                 All right.  Mr. Davis, is it your

16   intent to object or move to strike certain portions

17   of Mr. Long's testimony?

18        MR. DAVIS:  Yes, Your Honor.  I have no

19   objections to any of the content of exhibit -- of

20   testimony 2.0 or 3.0.  There are certain statements

21   contained within 1.0, the initial filing, that I

22   would like to bring to the Court's attention and ask
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1   that the Court consider striking the statements.

2        JUDGE JONES:  All right.  Go ahead and identify

3   the passages of testimony and bases of the

4   objections.

5        MR. DAVIS:  I would ask that you please turn to

6   page 3 of the testimony, lines 5 through 6.  There is

7   a statement that begins with a quote that says

8   "Written explanation of what happened with the meter

9   to cause it to mis-register the volumes metered."

10   This statement appears to be the statement of some

11   person other than Mr. Long who is unidentified and is

12   inadmissible hearsay and should be stricken from his

13   testimony.

14        JUDGE JONES:  The entire statement you are

15   referring to?

16        MR. DAVIS:  Yes.

17        JUDGE JONES:  That runs from line where to

18   where?

19        MR. DAVIS:  Five through six in between two

20   quotes, not parentheses, I am sorry.

21        JUDGE JONES:  Are you moving to strike the

22   entire sentence or just part of it?
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1        MR. DAVIS:  I am moving to strike what's in

2   quotes, Your Honor.

3        JUDGE JONES:  What was the basis again?

4        MR. DAVIS:  Hearsay.

5        JUDGE JONES:  Are there any other passages that

6   you are moving to strike?

7        MR. DAVIS:  Yes, Your Honor.  Just to be clear,

8   all of the objections I make are on the basis of

9   hearsay.  And if you would like, I could quickly go

10   through and just note each one.

11                 The second, page 4, line 1, that's

12   actually in between the quotes there, "mis-register

13   of volumes metered" is actually derived from the

14   quote which I previously requested be stricken.  So

15   the same objection applies to that statement.

16        JUDGE JONES:  All right.  Do you have any

17   others?

18        MR. DAVIS:  I do.  Page 10 of the testimony.

19   Beginning at line 29 on page 10 and continuing from

20   29 onto the next page, page 11, to line 10 on the

21   next page.  So that would be page 10, lines 29

22   through 33, and page 11, lines 1 through 10.
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1        JUDGE JONES:  Same basis?

2        MR. DAVIS:  Same basis.  Hearsay.

3        JUDGE JONES:  Are there any others?

4        MR. DAVIS:  Yes.  Page 11, lines 13 through 16,

5   between the quotes.  I would also move to strike what

6   is between the quotes as hearsay.  And on the same

7   page, 26 and 27 between the quotes.

8        JUDGE JONES:  Well, that one appears to contain

9   a citation to a DR response.  So what's the basis of

10   the objection there?

11        MR. DAVIS:  The data requests are outside the

12   formal proceedings.  It is informal discovery.

13   Prairie Farms has not attached the complete response

14   to the data request or the verification from whoever

15   has alleged to have responded to it, and it is

16   improper evidence as stated.

17        JUDGE JONES:  Was the response verified?

18        MR. DAVIS:  The response was verified, that is

19   correct.

20        JUDGE JONES:  Do you still have an objection if

21   the complete response is provided?

22        MR. DAVIS:  Well, the burden is on the
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1   plaintiff in this matter, and my objection is that it

2   is inadmissible as presented.

3        JUDGE JONES:  Well, that's not my question,

4   though.  Try answering my question.  If you need more

5   time to look into that, I don't have a problem with

6   that.  We will be providing some opportunities

7   anyway, at least to Prairie Farms, to figure out what

8   they want to say, if anything, in response to your

9   objections.  If you need more time to respond to any

10   questions I may have of you, we will provide that as

11   well, Mr. Davis.

12        MR. DAVIS:  I can quickly respond to your

13   question, Your Honor.

14                 Number 11 is the complete response to

15   the previous Number 11, but I renew my objection that

16   it is improperly presented into evidence.

17        JUDGE JONES:  That is the entire response?

18        MR. DAVIS:  That is the entire response.

19        JUDGE JONES:  And what is your objection to it?

20        MR. DAVIS:  My objection is that it is a

21   hearsay statement presented in his testimony without

22   providing the verification from my client.  I will
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1   acknowledge and I will stipulate that that is the

2   complete answer, if that's the way the Court would

3   like to handle it.

4        JUDGE JONES:  Do you think there should be some

5   kind of verification as well?

6        MR. DAVIS:  Yes, Your Honor.

7        JUDGE JONES:  Are you saying that the response

8   itself was verified or not?

9        MR. DAVIS:  That response was verified, yes.

10        JUDGE JONES:  If a verified response is put in

11   the record, do you still have an objection to the

12   passage?

13        MR. DAVIS:  I do not, and for the interest of

14   efficiency I am going to concede on this particular

15   Motion to Strike.

16        JUDGE JONES:  All right.  Let me see if I have

17   this here.  You do not have an objection if the

18   response, the actual response, is put in the record

19   as verified or you do not have objections at all?

20        MR. DAVIS:  I do not have an objection at all.

21   I will withdraw it.

22        JUDGE JONES:  All right.  So the Motion to
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1   Strike lines 26 and 27 on page 11 of Mr. Long's

2   direct testimony are deemed withdrawn as indicated by

3   counsel based on the clarifications in the record

4   just occurring.

5                 Did you have anything else with regard

6   to that particular passage, Mr. Davis?

7        MR. DAVIS:  Not that particular passage.  I

8   have one final objection for another part of the

9   testimony.

10        JUDGE JONES:  What's your next one?

11        MR. DAVIS:  Page 14, lines 8 through 25 are

12   inadmissible hearsay.

13        JUDGE JONES:  Okay, thank you.  Any others?

14        MR. DAVIS:  No, Your Honor.

15        THE WITNESS:  Your Honor, may I speak with my

16   counsel?

17        JUDGE JONES:  Just one moment.  Do you have any

18   problem with Mr. Long speaking to Mr. Lattan at this

19   time?

20        MR. DAVIS:  I don't have any objection.

21        JUDGE JONES:  Do you want to speak to him about

22   these objections?
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1        THE WITNESS:  Yes, sir.

2        JUDGE JONES:  Go ahead.

3        MR. LATTAN:  Your Honor?

4        JUDGE JONES:  Yes, sir.

5        MR. LATTAN:  We have copies of all of the

6   correspondence that have been referred to.  We have

7   them present and we could submit them now as Prairie

8   Farms Exhibit 4.0.

9        JUDGE JONES:  Mr. Lattan, you are saying you

10   believe you have with you copies of the --

11        MR. LATTAN:  Correspondence between Mr. Long,

12   myself and Ameren from which these quotes were taken.

13        JUDGE JONES:  Is some of that e-mail, copies of

14   an e-mail?

15        MR. LATTAN:  Yes, they are, but they were all

16   data responses.

17        JUDGE JONES:  You are saying those are data

18   responses sent by Ameren Illinois to Prairie Farms?

19        MR. LATTAN:  That is correct.  I am sorry, they

20   were sent by us -- well, it is both directions, Your

21   Honor.  May I allow Mr. Long to clarify?

22        MR. DAVIS:  I can acknowledge that I believe
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1   what they are going to submit was actually a response

2   to Ameren's data request.

3        THE WITNESS:  Correct.  They were all documents

4   received from Ameren.

5        JUDGE JONES:  Wait a minute.  You are not --

6   there is not a question pending to you unless you

7   intend to ask Mr. Long that question to clarify

8   things.  If you want to ask him some questions about

9   this, I don't have any problem with it.  But do you

10   want to see a copy?

11        MR. DAVIS:  If I can quickly review, I think I

12   can resolve this quickly.

13        JUDGE JONES:  I think that's a reasonable

14   request there.  How many copies of that set of

15   materials do you have with you?

16        MR. LATTAN:  One with us here.

17        JUDGE JONES:  Mr. Lattan, was some of that

18   correspondence sent from Prairie Farms -- let me

19   rephrase that.

20                 Was some of that documentation sent

21   from Ameren Illinois to Prairie Farms?

22        MR. LATTAN:  Yes, sir.
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1        MR. DAVIS:  Your Honor, upon review the

2   documents appear to be the documents that Ameren did

3   receive in response to its data requests.  The top

4   couple of pages are in a different form than the

5   response that I received because they are not

6   verified.  But if the witness is willing to basically

7   indicate on the record that these are true and

8   accurate copies of what were disclosed previously to

9   Ameren in the data requests, I have no objection to

10   their entry.

11        JUDGE JONES:  Let me back up a minute here.

12   Now, some of the passages that are objected to appear

13   to be quotations purportedly received by Prairie

14   Farms from Ameren.  Isn't that the case?

15        MR. DAVIS:  That is correct.

16        JUDGE JONES:  I realize that Mr. Davis has not

17   really had much time to go through what was just

18   handed to him.  I guess one question that comes up is

19   whether the correspondence in that stack of materials

20   is the same correspondence that purportedly contains

21   the quotations that appear in the testimony

22   purportedly without citation.  In other words,
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1   Mr. Long has testified to some things that he

2   allegedly -- some information that he allegedly

3   received from Ameren Illinois, and in some instances

4   he identified DR responses but in other situations he

5   does not.  They appear to comprise most of the

6   passages that are subject to the objections here.  So

7   my question goes to whether that stack of materials

8   contains those passages in documents received from

9   Ameren or not.

10                 I realize you may need an opportunity

11   to look through them to match them up with the

12   testimony and objection before you would be able to

13   answer that, but that would seem to be a question to

14   be answered.

15        MR. LATTAN:  It is my understanding that those

16   responses, both directions, are contained in these

17   correspondence that refer to what is in Exhibit 1.0.

18   And if I understood Ameren counsel correctly, he said

19   that he would allow Mr. Long to testify to that.

20        JUDGE JONES:  All right.  Back to you,

21   Mr. Davis.  Do you need an opportunity to look

22   through those items to see if they satisfy your
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1   objections or not?

2        MR. DAVIS:  My suggestion, Your Honor, is, in

3   order to keep this going efficiently, I believe that

4   the parties can speak after the hearing today and

5   they can identify to me what documents they are

6   actually referring to here.  That would provide me

7   still the opportunity now during the hearing to

8   cross-examine the witness on any of these documents

9   if they want to admit all of these documents right

10   now for the hearing purposes, but then I would be

11   able to preserve my right to file a Motion to Strike

12   them if I still feel that they are hearsay

13   statements.  But if you prefer that I review them

14   right now quickly, I am also okay with that.

15        JUDGE JONES:  I want to give you a reasonable

16   opportunity, period of time, to go through those.  It

17   looks like it is a fairly large stack of materials.

18   If you think the most efficient way is to proceed

19   with your cross and then you can meet with Prairie

20   Farms persons after that, I don't have a problem with

21   doing it that way.

22        MR. DAVIS:  I would just ask that I preserve my
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1   right to file a motion post-hearing if I feel it is

2   required to still strike the admissibility of the

3   statements.

4        JUDGE JONES:  Where does that leave the stack

5   of materials itself in terms of the evidentiary

6   record from, I guess, first from Ameren Illinois'

7   point of view?

8        MR. DAVIS:  I believe with probably a very

9   short recess, Prairie Farms' representative and his

10   witness would be able to quickly pull out the

11   documents that apply and we can limit it down just to

12   those documents, if you would like.

13        JUDGE JONES:  And in terms then of what happens

14   next, are you suggesting that happen next or are you

15   suggesting you proceed with your cross examination

16   and do that later?

17        MR. DAVIS:  I would suggest that that would

18   happen next, that we quickly take a recess just to

19   pull out the documents that apply.

20        JUDGE JONES:  Then you can huddle with them and

21   see where that leads you.  That sounds reasonable.

22   Is that okay with you, Mr. Lattan?
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1        MR. LATTAN:  Yes, Your Honor.

2        JUDGE JONES:  For that purpose we hereby go off

3   the record.

4                        (Whereupon there was then had an

5                        off-the-record discussion.)

6        JUDGE JONES:  Back on the record.

7                 Let the record show there was an

8   off-the-record discussion for the purposes indicated.

9   Mr. Davis, do you want to report, I guess, at least

10   from the Ameren Illinois standpoint what you believe

11   the status of this to be?

12        MR. DAVIS:  I conferred with Prairie Farms, and

13   we have two documents which I believe they are

14   prepared to present in support of their testimony.

15   And it is the only copy they have here with them, so

16   I don't know if we can make some copies after the

17   hearing or what.  But I believe we can jointly

18   present those right now and I can comment.

19                 However you want to mark them, if you

20   want to mark them Exhibits 1 and 2.

21        MR. LATTAN:  Well, I think they would be marked

22   as Exhibit 4.0 which refers to the first instances
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1   that were objected to and then Exhibit 5.0 which

2   responds to all of the remaining instances.

3        MR. DAVIS:  And as a point of further

4   clarification, the Exhibit 4.0 applies to the

5   objections that I had for page 3, lines 5 to 6, and

6   page 4, line 1.  And Exhibit 5.0 is Prairie Farms'

7   supporting exhibit for all of the other statements

8   that I objected to.

9        JUDGE JONES:  All right.  Do those -- well, let

10   me back up a minute.

11                 Is Ameren Illinois going to have any

12   objection to the admission of those two exhibits?

13        MR. DAVIS:  We have no objection to the

14   admission of 5.0, but 4.0 we do.  And after you have

15   had a chance to review the document, I would be happy

16   to articulate my objection.

17        JUDGE JONES:  All right.  Referring to 5.0 for

18   the moment, Mr. Davis indicated that Ameren Illinois

19   would not have any objection to the admission of 5.0.

20   Will the admission of 5.0 satisfy the objection to

21   the passages to which 5.0 relates?

22        MR. DAVIS:  Yes, Your Honor.
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1        JUDGE JONES:  And 4.0 relates then to your

2   objections on, what, page 3, you say?

3        MR. DAVIS:  Page 3, lines 5 through 6, and page

4   4, line 1.

5        JUDGE JONES:  All right.  One moment.

6                        (Pause.)

7                   Now, referring still to 5.0 or again

8   to 5.0, wherever I was, do you want Mr. Long to

9   identify that or is that going to be admitted

10   essentially as basically by stipulation?

11        MR. DAVIS:  I will stipulate.

12        JUDGE JONES:  And the admission of that, if

13   that occurs, would satisfy the objection with respect

14   to everything other than page 3, lines 5 to 6, and

15   page 4, line 1, at least for purposes of this

16   proceeding?

17        MR. DAVIS:  Yes, Your Honor.

18        JUDGE JONES:  With respect to 5.0, Mr. Lattan,

19   does that work for you?  That will be --

20        MR. LATTAN:  Yes, Your Honor, I have that for

21   you at this time, if you wish it.

22        JUDGE JONES:  Let the record show that Prairie
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1   Farms Exhibit 5.0 is admitted into the evidentiary

2   record in this docket based on the foregoing.

3                        (Whereupon Prairie Farms Exhibit

4                        5.0 was admitted into evidence.)

5                   I may have you file that on e-Docket

6   to get it in the e-Docket system, but I will make a

7   note of that and we will figure that out a little bit

8   later.

9        MR. LATTAN:  So leave it there?

10        JUDGE JONES:  You can leave it there for now.

11   But if you need to look at it, feel free to retrieve

12   it at any time.

13                 If there is no objection, we will

14   probably have you file it on e-Docket and then you

15   can hang on to the copy that you brought.  We will

16   take that up in a little bit.

17                 All right.  Now, as to 4.0, Mr. Davis,

18   you said you are going to have some objections to

19   that, is that the case?

20        MR. DAVIS:  Yes, Your Honor.

21        JUDGE JONES:  All right.  Is 4.0, is that

22   there?
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1                        (Whereupon Exhibit 4.0 was

2                        handed to Judge Jones.)

3        JUDGE JONES:  What do you suggest happen next

4   in terms of getting these things ruled upon?

5        MR. DAVIS:  So with that particular exhibit,

6   this is my only objection that's remaining.  It is

7   my -- from my review of the testimony, Mr. Long is

8   quoting this e-mail and attempting to enter it into

9   evidence.  Upon my simple review of that e-mail, his

10   name -- he is not a party to that e-mail.  He is

11   not -- it wasn't sent to him.  He did not send it,

12   and it is inadmissible hearsay.

13        MR. LATTAN:  Your Honor, the e-mail in question

14   was from Mr. Wheeler of Ameren to Mr. Duggatt of

15   Prairie Farms.  That was faxed by Mr. Duggatt of

16   Prairie Farms to Mr. Long, and we can no doubt

17   retrieve the fax cover page, but we do not have it

18   with us.

19        JUDGE JONES:  Would that satisfy your objection

20   or not?

21        MR. DAVIS:  No.  Judge, when statements are

22   entered in court into evidence, parties are afforded
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1   the opportunity to cross-examine the person that made

2   that statement.  When it is made by somebody else, it

3   is inadmissible hearsay when they are not available

4   in court.  This is a textbook case of hearsay.

5        JUDGE JONES:  Is this an admission on Ameren's

6   part, to allow it to go into the record or no?

7        MR. DAVIS:  No, I am objecting to the admission

8   of that document.

9        JUDGE JONES:  Right, but I am talking about

10   whether this statement would be considered an

11   admission by Ameren that would allow it to go in

12   regardless of a hearsay objection, an admission by a

13   party.  That's what I am focusing on now.  I am not

14   saying whether it does or does not meet the test of

15   an admission, but Ameren is a party.  This purports

16   to be from Ameren, from an Ameren person.  That may

17   not be sufficient for it to be viewed as an admission

18   and, therefore, not a hearsay problem.  But that's

19   kind of the focus of my line of questions here.

20        MR. DAVIS:  I don't believe it is.  I believe

21   it is inadmissible hearsay.

22        JUDGE JONES:  And why do you not believe this
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1   should be treated as an admission by Ameren?

2                 If you would like some further time to

3   address that, we can put some kind of process in

4   place to do that.  But what I am trying to focus on

5   here is whether this should or should not be treated

6   as an admission, a party admission, since it at least

7   purports to have originated with Ameren.

8        MR. DAVIS:  Sure.  If we would like to preserve

9   this, I am happy to move on.

10        JUDGE JONES:  So your thought is to move on

11   with your questions of Mr. Long and then we will

12   return...

13        MR. DAVIS:  Yes.

14        JUDGE JONES:  ..to the exhibit, that is 4.0 and

15   the passages to which it relates, and figure out how

16   to get that addressed then at that point in time?

17        MR. DAVIS:  Yes, Your Honor, I am happy to

18   proceed with my cross.

19        JUDGE JONES:  Is that procedure okay with you,

20   Mr. Lattan?

21        MR. LATTAN:  Yes, Your Honor.

22        JUDGE JONES:  Thank you.  All right then,
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1   Mr. Davis, are you ready to proceed with questions

2   for Mr. Long or do you have anything else to take up?

3        MR. DAVIS:  I am, Your Honor.

4        JUDGE JONES:  Okay.  Please do so.

5                    CROSS EXAMINATION

6        BY MR. DAVIS:

7        Q.   Mr. Long, can you please state what your

8   educational background is, please?

9        A.   I have an associate's degree in electronics

10   technology and a bachelor's degree in economics.

11        Q.   Do you have any other degrees or

12   certificates in engineering?

13        A.   No.

14        Q.   In your testimony you stated that at CIPS

15   you previously held a position in electric system

16   engineering.  Could you please describe what you did

17   in that position?

18        A.   At CIPS I worked in the electric system

19   engineering department in the systems planning

20   section and was responsible for load flow studies and

21   analyses related to electric transmission and

22   distribution line operation and mis-operation and
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1   planning and also generation resource planning.

2        Q.   And how long did you perform those duties?

3        A.   Well, in both the electric system

4   engineering department and in the rates and research

5   department when I was supervisor of resource planning

6   probably a combination of six years.

7        Q.   And what years would those have been?

8   Ballpark.

9        A.   1981 to '83 and 1993 to '95.

10        Q.   And then it says in your testimony that you

11   later moved to rates and regulatory and corporate

12   planning.  What were your job duties in that role?

13        A.   Supervisor of Rates and Research,

14   Supervisor of Cost of Service, Resource Planning

15   Supervisor.  I also worked in the Corporate Planning

16   Department as Supervisor of Financial Analysis.  I

17   think those would encompass most of the job titles.

18        Q.   In your job, in any of these jobs from any

19   particular area as electric system engineering, did

20   you at that time work on electric meters?

21        A.   No.

22        Q.   It says in your testimony that you later
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1   worked at the IMEA and held the position of Assistant

2   General Manager.  What were your duties as assistant

3   general manager at the IMEA?

4        A.   I oversaw the operations and budget

5   underneath the director of the agency for the various

6   areas that the agency has, public relations,

7   accounting, system operation which included a 24-hour

8   day-operated dispatch center and engineering in

9   plant.

10        Q.   Now, the IMEA, that's just electric, not

11   gas, right?

12        A.   Correct.

13        Q.   Now, going backwards, when you were at

14   Ameren what did you do related to gas?

15        A.   Since I was involved in basically every

16   rate proceeding that -- and I guess we need to step

17   back.  It was not Ameren when I worked there.  It was

18   Central Illinois Public Service Company.  The Ameren

19   name came along after I was there.

20                 But between the years of 1981 and 1995

21   I was involved in virtually every rate proceeding

22   that CIPS was involved in, and that would include gas
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1   and electric cost of service studies, anything

2   related to transmission line route planning, the

3   various things that went along with that.

4                 You asked about whether or not I

5   worked on electric meters.  During one work stoppage

6   I worked as an electric utility lineman

7   troubleshooter and gas utility lineman troubleshooter

8   in the western division of CIPS.

9        Q.   What were the duties that you performed as

10   a gas troubleshooter?

11        A.   Meter reading, replacing meters, installing

12   meters, utility service cutoffs, repair of services

13   that had been damaged, repair and replacement of

14   regulators, anything basically involved in the

15   service end of the gas distribution portion of the

16   business, small commercial and residential.

17        Q.   In this work did you do all this work on

18   your own or did you work for somebody else?  How did

19   this work when you were out working on gas meters?

20        A.   I still worked for CIPS.  I was --

21        Q.   I am saying as an employee were these

22   things that you did on your own, you soloed or you
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1   were assisting someone else?

2        A.   There were always more than one of us that

3   went out.  And I would say for most of that period I

4   was working with the gas operations supervisor that

5   worked in the field for a long time.

6        Q.   So you said you didn't have any engineering

7   background or anything like that.  So during this

8   time when you were working on gas meters and things,

9   I mean, you weren't redesigning the meters or you

10   weren't doing any of this work on your own; you were

11   working at the direction of someone else, right?

12        A.   Yes, but physically either installing or

13   repairing, replacing metering installation

14   components.

15        Q.   How long was this work stoppage?

16        A.   Sometime in May through September of 1993.

17        Q.   So after, let's say, around September of

18   1993 did you ever physically work on gas meters

19   again?

20        A.   No.

21        Q.   So the only time you have ever physically

22   worked on gas meters is approximately between May and
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1   September, about five months, in 1993?

2        A.   Yes.

3        Q.   How long were you employed at the IMEA?

4        A.   One year.

5        Q.   And after that, what did you do

6   professionally?

7        A.   Since then, I have been employed as a

8   utility consultant, my current job.

9        Q.   As a utility consultant do you do any field

10   work related to the installation of meters or

11   anything related to meters?

12        A.   I don't physically handle the work.  But if

13   a client has a question about electric service, gas

14   service, a gas service installation problem or a

15   metering as in the current case, then I do

16   occasionally visit their installations to advise

17   them.

18        Q.   But you don't install or physically put

19   your hands or work on meters or anything like that?

20        A.   With respect to one client that I have, I

21   have done that since 1993.  I should correct myself.

22        Q.   Okay.  This is for a gas meter?
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1        A.   Gas and electric operations.

2        Q.   Well, you said one particular client you

3   worked on their meter at some point.  Was that a gas

4   meter?

5        A.   Well, this client is a public utility and

6   they are a small public utility, and I have assisted

7   them during storm damage type outages with physical

8   work, yes.

9        Q.   On gas meters?

10        A.   Yes, and electric.

11        Q.   Okay.  And when would this have occurred?

12        A.   I think the last time was maybe 2008.

13        Q.   So approximately how many times do you

14   think you have done that for this particular customer

15   of yours?

16        A.   Half a dozen different occurrences.

17        Q.   Have you ever physically installed a

18   corrector on a gas meter?

19        A.   No.  By corrector, do you mean

20   temperature-pressure compensation device, one or the

21   other?

22        Q.   Yes.  You are smarter than me with these
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1   titles, but what we have been referring to in the

2   testimony with what I will commonly describe as the

3   corrector.  But, yeah, that is what I am referring

4   to.

5        A.   No, I have not.

6        Q.   Have you ever programed a corrector?

7        A.   No.

8        Q.   Have you ever designed a gas metering unit,

9   or whatever you would like to call it, for a customer

10   before or for an employer?

11        A.   Just to clarify, when you are talking about

12   a meter, are you meaning the customer's metering

13   installation, including all the components?

14        Q.   Yes.

15        A.   No.

16        Q.   Have you ever troubleshooted a corrector

17   before?

18        A.   No.

19        Q.   Have you ever helped a customer or an

20   employer decide whether or not to use a corrector or

21   not on a gas meter?

22        A.   I don't believe that is the customer's
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1   option.  I think the metering installation is

2   designed by the utility and put in place based on the

3   utility's operational procedures.  And in the case of

4   temperature or pressure compensation devices, the

5   Illinois Administrative Code also has some advice as

6   to when those are to be used, for instance, if the

7   metering installation is outside.

8        Q.   So I understand your answer to be that, for

9   a customer like in your private job that you have

10   now, you never weighed in on a decision whether or

11   not to have a corrector or not on a gas meter when

12   you were an employee of, let's say, CIPS or somebody

13   else?  Were you ever involved in a decision-making

14   process like that?

15        A.   No, because, again, as I said --

16        Q.   The answer is no?

17        A.   Well, you asked if I advised a customer as

18   to whether or not a corrector would be used, and I

19   would say no because it is not the customer's choice.

20        Q.   Correct.  And then my follow-up question --

21   I understand that answer.  When you worked for CIPS,

22   were you ever involved in the decision-making of
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1   whether to put a corrector or not put a corrector on

2   a gas meter?

3        A.   No.

4        Q.   Do you have any professional experience

5   with the selection of gas meter hardware?

6        A.   No.

7        Q.   Do you have any professional experience

8   with the selection of gas meter software?

9        A.   No.

10        Q.   I asked before if you had ever tested a

11   corrector.  Have you ever tested a gas meter before?

12        A.   Yes.

13        Q.   And when did that occur?

14        A.   That period in 1993 that I referred to

15   earlier.

16        Q.   Okay.  So the five months in 1993...

17        A.   Yes.

18        Q.   ..you tested gas meters.  About how many

19   meters do you think it was that you tested back in

20   1993?

21        A.   I couldn't hazard an accurate guess.  They

22   weren't tested in place.  We removed them and took
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1   them back to a maintenance facility.

2        Q.   And so when you would take them back to the

3   maintenance facility, you are the person that

4   conducted the test on the meter?

5        A.   No, there were usually two or three of us

6   that would install them in a test cradle test device

7   and see if they were measuring correctly.  We didn't

8   repair them.

9        Q.   So there is a device that you put the meter

10   into to test whether it is accurate or not as to

11   that?

12        A.   At the time we compared it to a measurement

13   device.

14        Q.   Okay.  Prior to this five-month period in

15   1993, had you ever used one of these testing devices

16   before?

17        A.   No, no.

18        Q.   After this period in 1993 have you ever

19   used one of these testing devices since then?

20        A.   No.

21        Q.   In this period in 1993 at any time were you

22   the supervisor of a gas meter installation?
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1        A.   No.

2        Q.   Were you ever the supervisor of a gas meter

3   test?

4        A.   No.

5        Q.   You used the word "scab" before.  What does

6   that mean?

7        A.   A company worker that works in place of a

8   union worker that is not on the job.

9        Q.   So you were an office guy and you were

10   filling out while there was a work stoppage?

11        A.   Yes.

12        Q.   So work you probably weren't used to doing?

13        A.   It was work I was familiar with.

14        Q.   Work you had never done before?

15        A.   Specifically, yes.

16        Q.   And work you haven't done since then?

17        A.   No.  I have done some with another client

18   as a consultant.

19        Q.   So who -- you said you have done this with

20   a public body.  Who is it that you have helped

21   inspect meters for and installed them, whatever you

22   did for them?
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1        A.   Mt. Carmel Public Utility Company.

2        Q.   And you said that you would go after storms

3   and such and identify meters that weren't running.

4   What was the range of duties that you would have

5   during these activities?

6        A.   Well, I referred to storm damage.  What I

7   was talking about was on the electric operation side

8   we would drive around in a rural setting looking for

9   a line that was damaged to try to find the source of

10   an outage.

11        Q.   So what would you do with gas?

12        A.   Possibly read a meter.

13        Q.   Did you ever remove a meter during any of

14   these activities with Mt. Carmel?

15        A.   No.

16        Q.   And I may have asked this before, and I

17   apologize if I did, but have you ever performed any

18   corrector inspections or supervised any corrector

19   inspections?

20        A.   No.

21        Q.   Do you have any particular certificates or

22   education related particularly to gas meters or gas
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1   correctors?

2        A.   No.

3        Q.   What do you know about the American Gas

4   Association?  Do you know what it is?

5        A.   Yes, I do.  Somewhere in my office I have a

6   cost of service manual from the American Gas

7   Association that was used in -- or that is used in

8   performing cost allocation studies, cost of service

9   studies related to gas service for a public utility.

10        Q.   Is it your understanding that publications

11   put out by the American Gas Association are kind of

12   the standard in the industry?

13        A.   Yes.  With respect to how utilities conduct

14   business, yes.

15        Q.   What do you know about ANSI standards?

16        A.   They are similar, measurement standards,

17   accuracy standards.

18        Q.   And these ANSI standards are relied upon in

19   the industry just like things put out by the American

20   Gas Association?

21        A.   Yes.

22        Q.   On page 5 of your testimony you say that
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1   you have hands-on experience with gas utility systems

2   in the field, including natural gas meter

3   installations and residential and commercial

4   customers.  Other than this period of five months in

5   1993 and periodically for Mt. Carmel, any time else

6   ever in your life have you ever had hands-on

7   experience with gas meters?

8        A.   No.

9        Q.   You state in your testimony that the gas at

10   this particular Prairie Farms facility is high

11   pressure, is that correct?

12        A.   Can you point me to a place in my testimony

13   where I can refer?

14        Q.   Sure.  There are several locations.  One in

15   particular is in your -- it appears in your original

16   direct testimony, page 7, starting at line 8, states

17   "The Carbondale facility is very close in proximity

18   to a high pressure gas main and utilizes a pressure

19   compensation device associated with a higher pressure

20   service than smaller applications would utilize."  So

21   is it your testimony that the gas supplied to this

22   facility is at a higher pressure?
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1        A.   It is at a non-standard pressure, and it is

2   in proximity to a high pressure main.  I didn't say

3   it was attached to the high pressure main.  But my

4   understanding from the communications that I have

5   from Ameren is that it is served with a non-standard

6   pressure service pipe, which is the reason for the

7   pressure compensation device on the meter.

8        Q.   Your testimony on the same page at lines 10

9   through 12 says, referring I believe to the gas main,

10   "It is sized to correspond with the specific

11   application.  Nevertheless, the pressure compensation

12   is required for any meter to correctly register

13   volumes flowing to a customer's premises."  Are you

14   telling me that the corrector, it does -- you don't

15   need a corrector if you have high pressure or you

16   need a corrector if you have high pressure?

17        A.   No, I am saying that whether or not the

18   meter requires an auxiliary pressure compensation

19   device or pressure is compensated within the meter

20   case, there is some kind of pressure compensation

21   that takes place for the meter to accurately register

22   the volumes.
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1        Q.   So I guess is it your testimony that the

2   fact that a high pressure gas main exists close to

3   the premises is irrelevant?

4        A.   No.  I am assuming that, because of its

5   proximity to the high pressure main, that may be the

6   reason, but I don't know this, that the service to

7   the facility is non-standard pressure.

8        Q.   What pressure would you consider high?

9   What's a measurement for a high pressure?

10        A.   I don't know.  That's not part of my

11   expertise.  I was told by an Ameren employee that it

12   was in proximity to a high pressure main.

13        Q.   So is it your testimony -- your testimony

14   is that someone from Ameren told you that there was a

15   fluctuating amount or something that was going into

16   this meter and that's why a corrector was needed?

17        A.   No.  My testimony is that someone from

18   Ameren indicated that that facility is served at a

19   non-standard pressure, which that's for Ameren to

20   figure out what a standard pressure is and what a

21   non-standard pressure is.  But because it is served

22   at a non-standard pressure, an auxiliary pressure
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1   compensation device was required on the meter, which

2   is different than any pressure compensation that was

3   built into the meter case itself.

4        Q.   So you don't have any particular knowledge

5   or experience with what pressure threshold would

6   require a corrector or even if it would require a

7   corrector?

8        A.   No.

9        Q.   You do not consider yourself an expert in

10   the application of the Public Utilities Act, correct?

11        A.   I am not sure I understand the question.  I

12   am not an attorney, so I can't give you a legal

13   opinion.  But I have an awful lot of decades of work

14   experience related to the Public Utilities Act.

15        Q.   You are not -- I mean, you are an outside

16   contractor for Prairie Farms, right?

17        A.   I am sorry, I don't know.

18        Q.   You are an outside contractor for Prairie

19   Farms, is that correct?

20        A.   Yes, yes.

21        Q.   So you are -- what are you hired to do for

22   Prairie Farms?
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1        A.   Solicit and negotiate electric and gas

2   energy contracts, investigate billing problems that

3   they may have, investigate service problems that they

4   may have, determine whether facilities can take

5   contracts under third-party gas or electric service,

6   basically, anything they want me to do.

7        Q.   So in your first testimony, the 1.0 on page

8   5, line 3, and this is pretty consistent throughout

9   all your testimony, it states something similar, from

10   a layman's perspective of the applicability of the

11   Public Utilities Act.  So any opinion you give

12   regarding the application of the Public Utilities Act

13   or its regulations is as a lay person, not an expert,

14   correct?

15        A.   Well, I think a lay person can be an

16   expert.  I meant as a non-attorney.

17        Q.   So I guess I am confused.  Are you an

18   expert with regarding the application of the Public

19   Utilities Act or not?

20        A.   As a non-attorney, in that capacity I

21   consider myself an expert in the application of the

22   Public Utilities Act, even though that may not be
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1   specifically a part of the duties that I perform for

2   Prairie Farms.  I have been, since 1996, representing

3   Mt. Carmel Public Utility Company here at the

4   Commission in a consultant fashion and do involve

5   myself and have been involved in the application of

6   the Public Utilities Act as it applies to

7   investor-owned public utilities.

8        Q.   On page 7 of your testimony, line 24, you

9   make reference to Ameren and its response to Prairie

10   Farms Data Request Number 7.  Isn't it correct that

11   the full and complete response provided by Ameren to

12   Data Request Number 7 is not fully stated in that

13   paragraph?

14        A.   Yes, I would agree with that.

15        Q.   With respect to the gas meter issue in this

16   matter, isn't it true that Prairie Farms never

17   requested that Ameren Illinois test the meter?

18        A.   Yes.

19        Q.   And isn't it true that that test never

20   occurred on the meter at the time of issue?

21        A.   That I don't know.  I know that Prairie

22   Farms did not request a test of the meter.  I have no
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1   idea what happened otherwise.

2        Q.   Isn't it correct that you don't disagree

3   with the estimates that were developed by Angie White

4   in her testimony as to the amount of gas that was

5   actually delivered during the disputed period?

6        A.   During the course of this event I was

7   provided with two volumetric estimates of the gas

8   that was consumed by Prairie Farms in Carbondale

9   during the period of the meter malfunction.  The

10   first estimate used a point estimate factor for

11   pressure correction which we talked about and

12   contested.  It was one number for the entire 14-month

13   period.  Subsequent to that, someone at Ameren came

14   up with an estimate of pressure correction, a single

15   number for each month, that was used for each month

16   of the malfunction.

17                 If those are the estimates that you

18   are referring to in her testimony, then yes.

19        Q.   You don't have an objection?

20        A.   I don't have an objection to the second one

21   that was issued which I think is the basis for the

22   $35,000 and some odd bill for distribution services
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1   billed.

2        Q.   So you may have had a dispute before, but

3   as Angie White has stated in her testimony in this

4   matter which is based upon this number, this 35 some

5   thousand dollars number, you don't have a dispute

6   with that?

7        A.   As far as the correctness or reasonableness

8   of the calculation, no.

9        Q.   Do you have any professional experience

10   with determining whether to use a corrector on a

11   meter or whether instead to use the factor billing as

12   discussed in the testimony?

13        A.   No, other than just general business

14   knowledge from my years in the utility business that

15   usually anything that is corrected at the meter is

16   corrected at the meter because conditions at the

17   meter fluctuate over time continuously.  If there is

18   some factor at the meter that has to be measured or

19   billed that is constant over time at the meter, that

20   can be built into the billing system as a billing

21   factor or commonly called a billing constant because

22   the factor is constant over a billing period.
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1        Q.   But you don't know what kinds of pressure

2   in any amount would require a corrector?

3        A.   Well, I assume that any pressure that

4   fluctuates over the billing period would require a

5   corrector because other than that it wouldn't be

6   measured.

7        Q.   You stated before that you don't have a

8   basis for that conclusion.  You have no education or

9   experience to draw that conclusion?

10        A.   Thirty years in the utility industry tells

11   me that a meter has to register the volumes, whether

12   it is an electric meter or a gas meter.  The meter

13   has to register the volumes that occur through that

14   meter over the billing period accurately.  If any

15   inputs to the meter during a billing period

16   fluctuate, they cannot be accommodated in the form of

17   a billing constant because that would not represent

18   the fluctuation in those attributes that occurs

19   during the billing period.

20        Q.   But you stated earlier that an Ameren

21   employee told you that it fluctuated at this

22   particular meter.  You had no personal or technical
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1   knowledge of that fact, and you didn't have any idea

2   of whether a corrector would be required in any

3   circumstance under some sort of gas pressure, isn't

4   that correct?

5        A.   Well, the only thing I know about whether

6   or not a corrector is required is what I read in the

7   Public Utilities Act.  And if the metering

8   installation is placed outside, then temperature

9   correction is required.  Temperature correction by

10   definition is pressure correction.  The difference in

11   temperature that is applied to a meter outside, the

12   different ambient temperatures fluctuating from hot

13   to cold, causes the gas pressure coming into the

14   meter to fluctuate.  And temperature correction is

15   actually pressure correction to compensate for the

16   change in temperature.

17        Q.   So you say the temperature outside.  So if

18   it fluctuates, then you are saying you need a

19   corrector, or if it is really cold outside, you need

20   a corrector, or what are you saying?

21        A.   I was actually saying that the Public

22   Utilities Act indicates that temperature correction
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1   is required if the meter installation is outside.

2        Q.   So if the metering installation is outside,

3   if there is a gas meter that's outside of the

4   building, it requires a corrector, is that what you

5   are saying?

6        A.   The only thing I can say is the Public

7   Utilities Act says that if a meter installation is

8   outside, temperature correction is required.  If it

9   is outside and it is exposed to an ambient

10   temperature change, it is explained in the Act.  I

11   don't have it in front of me.

12        Q.   How many gas meters are inside a commercial

13   application?

14        A.   I have no idea.

15        Q.   I thought you were an expert in this.  You

16   represent Prairie Farms and these facilities, and you

17   don't know where their gas meters are located?

18        A.   That wasn't the question you asked me.

19        Q.   I asked you -- let's say Prairie Farms in

20   particular.  Are their gas meters predominately

21   outside or inside?

22        A.   I would say they are predominately outside.
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1        Q.   Then let's say the locations in Illinois,

2   the Prairie Farms locations in Illinois with the gas

3   meter outside, how many of these meters have

4   correctors and how many do not?

5        A.   I have no idea.  I have not visited all of

6   them.  All I know is what the Public Utilities Act

7   says.

8        Q.   How many meters of Prairie Farms have you

9   visibly seen in Illinois, do you think?

10        A.   Three.

11        Q.   Three.  And where are those located at?

12        A.   Rockford, Carbondale, Quincy.

13        Q.   And do they all have correctors?

14        A.   I don't remember.

15        Q.   In your experience in Mt. Carmel did you

16   ever have to read meters that were outside?

17        A.   Yes.

18        Q.   Gas meters that were outside, I guess I

19   will clarify.

20        A.   No.

21        Q.   So in Mt. Carmel did you read any gas

22   meters that were inside?
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1        A.   No.

2        Q.   In Mt. Carmel.  So you didn't read any gas

3   meters in Mt. Carmel?

4        A.   Not that I recall.  A lot of electric

5   meters.

6        Q.   So is it your -- do you make any

7   distinction on whether a corrector is required

8   between -- your testimony before is that if a meter

9   is outside, it requires a corrector.  Is there any

10   distinction between a commercial and a residential

11   application in that opinion?

12        A.   Well, first of all, my testimony is not

13   that, if a meter is outside, it requires a corrector.

14   My testimony is the Public Utilities Act says that,

15   if the meter is outside, it requires a corrector.

16        Q.   But in your testimony that's a position you

17   are taking on behalf of your client.

18        A.   Can you refer me to where I am saying that?

19        Q.   You just said -- you just said this is what

20   the Utility Act requires.  So is this an opinion that

21   you believe to be true or do you believe it is wrong?

22        A.   You mean do I believe the Public Utilities
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1   Act is correct?

2        Q.   The way you are stating it, yes.

3        A.   It doesn't matter whether I think it is

4   correct or not.  It is the law.

5        Q.   Okay.  Do you know if the law, as you are

6   stating it, makes any distinction between commercial

7   and residential applications?

8        A.   I don't recall.

9        Q.   Have you ever seen a corrector on a gas

10   meter other than the one at Carbondale that's at

11   issue?

12        A.   No.  Well, seen, possibly.  Noticed, no.  I

13   had no reason to look.

14        Q.   Did you know what a corrector was before

15   this litigation?

16        A.   Yes.

17        Q.   But you had never seen one?

18        A.   Never noticed one.

19        Q.   I don't know what that means.  Like you

20   don't notice a billboard driving down the street?  I

21   don't know what you mean.

22        A.   I have seen gas meter installations, and
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1   the meters may have had correctors applied to them,

2   but I didn't notice because it was not a point of

3   interest to me at the time.

4        MR. DAVIS:  Judge, I would like to request just

5   a short recess, maybe five minutes, to get water and

6   to talk to my client, and then I will resume my

7   questioning.

8        JUDGE JONES:  How much more do you have?

9        MR. DAVIS:  Not much.

10        JUDGE JONES:  Do you have an objection to that?

11        MR. LATTAN:  I have no objection.

12        JUDGE JONES:  Okay.  Five minutes you are

13   suggesting?

14        MR. DAVIS:  Yes.

15        JUDGE JONES:  We hereby take a five-minute

16   break.

17                        (Whereupon the hearing was in a

18                        short recess.)

19        JUDGE JONES:  Back on the record.

20                 Mr. Davis, do you have more questions?

21        MR. DAVIS:  No further questions from Ameren.

22        JUDGE JONES:  Thank you.  Mr. Lattan, is there
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1   any redirect?

2        MR. LATTAN:  No, Your Honor, we have no

3   questions.

4                        EXAMINATION

5        BY JUDGE JONES:

6        Q.   Mr. Long, just very briefly, you were asked

7   a couple of questions about your educational

8   background.  You indicated an associate's degree in

9   electronics?

10        A.   Electronics technology.

11        Q.   And that was obtained from where?

12        A.   Lincoln Land.

13        Q.   And then your bachelor's in economics was

14   from where?

15        A.   Sangamon State University.

16        Q.   And one other question, could you look at

17   your direct testimony at page 13, please?

18        A.   Yes, sir.

19        Q.   There you state in part, "Ameren indicated

20   the Carbondale count did appear on at least one month

21   as a corrected data report."  Do you see that

22   testimony?
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1        A.   Yes, sir.

2        Q.   Did that response identify any particular

3   month?

4        A.   If I can have a minute, I will try and find

5   the communication that I have that information in.

6   It may be one that is sitting up there, but I will

7   see.

8                 Your Honor, if it is okay, could I

9   examine the communications in the two exhibits there?

10   It may be included there.  Thank you, sir.

11                 I was trying to find a respond that

12   indicated that.

13        MR. DAVIS:  Could we go off the record for a

14   second, Judge?

15        JUDGE JONES:  Off the record.

16                        (Whereupon there was then had an

17                        off-the-record discussion.)

18        THE WITNESS:  A.     Your Honor, I was not

19   provided any information by Ameren that indicated

20   which month that was.

21        JUDGE JONES:  Thank you, Mr. Long.  Mr. Lattan,

22   do you have any follow-up questions based on anything
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1   that I asked Mr. Long?

2        MR. LATTAN:  No, Your Honor, I don't.  I do

3   have one procedural question when we get close to the

4   end of this hearing procedure.

5        JUDGE JONES:  All right.  We will get back to

6   that.  Mr. Davis, did you have any follow-up

7   questions from my questions?

8        MR. DAVIS:  No questions, Your Honor.

9        JUDGE JONES:  All right.  Thank you, Mr. Long.

10   That concludes your questioning.

11                             (Witness excused.)

12                 Now regarding Mr. Long, we still have

13   the Exhibit 4.0 and related Motion to Strike open.

14   Did you have a procedural question, Mr. Lattan, that

15   you want to interpose?

16        MR. LATTAN:  It doesn't relate to that.  It

17   relates to the general timetable, and I think it

18   would be appropriate at the end of the hearing.

19        JUDGE JONES:  I think with reference to 4.0,

20   Mr. Davis, do you still have objections at this

21   juncture?

22        MR. DAVIS:  No, I will withdraw that objection.
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1        JUDGE JONES:  And how about the Motions to

2   Strike related to 4.0?

3        MR. DAVIS:  No, I will withdraw that objection,

4   Your Honor.

5        JUDGE JONES:  Then there was some discussion of

6   there being something supplied along with 4.0,

7   perhaps another e-mail, or are you not seeking that

8   at this time or do you have any --

9        MR. DAVIS:  No, Your Honor, I will stipulate to

10   that Exhibit 4.

11        JUDGE JONES:  Do you have anything else to say

12   to that?

13        MR. LATTAN:  No, Your Honor.

14        JUDGE JONES:  Thank you.  I think we could

15   probably go ahead and make sure we have ruled on

16   these exhibits.  I believe it is the case that the

17   Motions to Strike are now withdrawn based on the

18   additional exhibits and clarifications and other

19   factors, is that right?

20        MR. DAVIS:  Yes.

21        JUDGE JONES:  The testimony filings consisting

22   of testimony from Mr. Long are admitted into the
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1   evidentiary record.  That would be known as Prairie

2   Farms Exhibits 1.0, 2.0, and 3.0.  1.0 is admitted as

3   filed on the e-Docket on June 13, 2012; 2.0 is

4   admitted as filed on July 24, 2012; 3.0 is admitted

5   as filed on September 10, 2012.

6                        (Whereupon Prairie Farms

7                        Exhibits 1.0, 2.0 and 3.0 were

8                        admitted into evidence.)

9        JUDGE JONES:  That brings us to Exhibits 4.0

10   and 5.0.  Maybe I will kind of hand them back to you

11   for the time being so you could have them in front of

12   you, along with Mr. Davis, to determine the best

13   process for getting those where they need to get.  I

14   think one possibility would be that they would be

15   filed on e-Docket with a copy provided to Mr. Davis.

16   But there may be reasons why some other method would

17   be better.

18                 Do you have -- did anybody have any

19   concerns about doing it that way?

20        MR. DAVIS:  No, Your Honor.

21        MR. LATTAN:  No, Your Honor.

22        JUDGE JONES:  And would seven days give you
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1   enough time to make that filing?

2        MR. LATTAN:  Yes, Your Honor.

3        JUDGE JONES:  Would that be satisfactory for

4   your purposes?

5        MR. DAVIS:  Yes, Your Honor.

6        JUDGE JONES:  Do you need a copy sooner?

7        MR. DAVIS:  I do not.

8        JUDGE JONES:  I have Prairie Farms Exhibits 4.0

9   and 5.0 will be filed on e-Docket within seven days.

10   They will be deemed admitted into the evidentiary

11   record upon being so filed and copies provided to

12   Mr. Davis.

13                 Are there any questions or points of

14   clarification regarding any of the above?

15        MR. DAVIS:  No.

16        MR. LATTAN:  No, Your Honor.

17        JUDGE JONES:  Thank you.  I guess in terms of

18   the next step did you want to go ahead and proceed

19   with the offering of the Ameren testimonies?

20        MR. DAVIS:  Yes, Your Honor.  I have submitted,

21   as indicated before, the affidavits for the four

22   witnesses.  I have already filed that on e-Docket,
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1   and I would ask that they be accepted as filed per

2   your previous direction and the agreement of the

3   complainant.

4        JUDGE JONES:  Is that acceptable to you?

5        MR. LATTAN:  Yes, it is, Your Honor.

6        JUDGE JONES:  You want them admitted as they

7   appear on e-Docket?

8        MR. DAVIS:  Yes, Your Honor.

9        JUDGE JONES:  One question regarding 5.1 and

10   5.2.  Are those still to be treated as proprietary?

11        MR. DAVIS:  Yes.

12        JUDGE JONES:  And the Millburg series of items,

13   do you want those Attachments 3.1 through 3.6 treated

14   as separate exhibits?

15        MR. DAVIS:  Yes, sir.

16        JUDGE JONES:  Let the record show that the

17   Ameren Illinois exhibits offered into the record by

18   Mr. Davis are admitted into the evidentiary record as

19   filed on the e-Docket system.  That includes Exhibits

20   2.0 and 2.1 filed on July 3; 3.0 which is

21   Mr. Millburg, 3.1 through 3.6 inclusive as filed on

22   July 3; 4.0 is Ms. White, along with 4.1 and 4.2 as
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1   filed on e-Docket on July 3.  Also admitted is Ameren

2   Illinois Exhibit 5.0, Mr. Miller, along with 5.1 and

3   5.2 as filed on e-Docket on August 20.  I will note

4   that 5.1 and 5.2 are in public and proprietary

5   versions.

6                 Regarding Ameren Illinois Exhibit 1.0,

7   that is the direct testimony of Mr. Rose.  That is

8   admitted as filed on July 3, 2012.  Were there any

9   attachments to Mr. Rose's filing?

10        MR. DAVIS:  Yes, Your Honor, there was one

11   exhibit which was labeled as 1.1.

12        JUDGE JONES:  Thank you.  Also admitted is

13   Ameren Illinois Exhibit 1.1.

14                        (Whereupon Ameren Illinois

15                        Exhibits 1.0, 1.1, 2.0, 2.1,

16                        3.0, 3.1 through 3.6, 4.0, 4.1,

17                        4.2, 5.0, 5.1 and 5.2 were

18                        admitted into evidence.)

19        JUDGE JONES:  We can go ahead and admit the

20   affidavits that were filed with respect to the Ameren

21   witnesses.  The Ted Rose affidavit will be known as

22   Ameren Illinois Exhibit 1.2.  The Miller affidavit
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1   will be known as Ameren Illinois Exhibit 2.2.  Does

2   the Miller affidavit cover both pieces of testimony?

3        MR. DAVIS:  Yes, Your Honor.

4        JUDGE JONES:  The White affidavit will be known

5   as Exhibit 4.3.  The Millburg exhibit will be known

6   as 3.7.  They are admitted as filed on e-Docket.

7                        (Whereupon Ameren Illinois

8                        Exhibits 1.2, 2.2, 3.7 and 4.3

9                        were admitted into evidence.)

10        JUDGE JONES:  Are there any clarifications,

11   corrections, with regard to any of those items?

12        MR. DAVIS:  No, Your Honor.

13        JUDGE JONES:  Thank you.  Does that conclude

14   the Ameren Illinois presentation?

15        MR. DAVIS:  It does, Your Honor.

16        JUDGE JONES:  All right.  Mr. Lattan, do you

17   want to raise the procedural question that you were

18   talking about?

19        MR. LATTAN:  Your Honor, this may have been

20   something that you were going to cover.  But as I

21   understand it, there is some kind of deadline looming

22   and do we need to do anything about an extension?
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1        JUDGE JONES:  Yeah, that's a good question.  We

2   will talk about that at least initially on an

3   off-the-record basis.  We hereby go off the record.

4                        (Whereupon there was then had an

5                        off-the-record discussion.)

6        JUDGE JONES:  Back on the record.

7                 There was an off-the-record discussion

8   for the purposes indicated.  Part of that related to

9   the question about a deadline.  It was felt that,

10   measuring from the original complaint date, there

11   was, I believe, a 60-day deadline due to an earlier

12   status hearing.  And in order to provide sufficient

13   time for a briefing schedule and the other steps in

14   the process, and after that including an opportunity

15   for the parties to file a Brief on Exceptions to a

16   Proposed Order and any replies to that, there is

17   agreement on an additional 60-day extension period.

18   Let me make sure that's the case, however.

19                 Is that acceptable to Prairie Farms?

20        MR. LATTAN:  Yes, Your Honor.

21        JUDGE JONES:  Is that acceptable to Ameren

22   Illinois?
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1        MR. DAVIS:  Yes, Your Honor.

2        JUDGE JONES:  So I believe then the

3   simultaneous initial brief due date would be November

4   16 and the simultaneous reply brief due date would be

5   on November 30.  Are there any objections or

6   clarifications with respect to that set of dates?

7        MR. DAVIS:  No, Your Honor.

8        MR. LATTAN:  No, Your Honor.

9        JUDGE JONES:  Let the record show that that is

10   what will happen.  That scheduling is adopted.  As

11   parties are aware, the brief will provide an

12   opportunity to summarize the evidence and the

13   positions and related things.  The briefs are not

14   intended to provide an opportunity for any new

15   evidence or anything like that.

16                 Are there any questions of any kind

17   about the briefing schedule or any other post-hearing

18   scheduling?

19        MR. DAVIS:  Nothing further from Ameren.

20        MR. LATTAN:  Nothing further from Prairie

21   Farms.

22        JUDGE JONES:  I think that's it then.  In just
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1   a minute we will conclude today's hearing and mark

2   the matter heard and taken, subject to the

3   post-hearing scheduling.  Before I do that, is there

4   anything else to take up?

5        MR. DAVIS:  Nothing further.

6        JUDGE JONES:  At this time then show that

7   today's hearing is over.  In accordance with the

8   above-referenced post-hearing briefing schedule and

9   other post-hearing filings that were built into the

10   schedule prior to that, this matter is hereby marked

11   heard and taken.  Thank you, all.

12                      HEARD AND TAKEN

13

14

15

16

17

18

19

20

21

22


